
Fragrance Product Code Intensity
Characteristics

Woody Floral Fruity Fresh Spicy Ambery Sweet Musky Gourmand

Black Ice E108201
**** ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

A fresh aromatic fragrance that makes you energetic. Top notes are bergamote and citrus which meet patchouly, cypres ,juniperberry, camomile. Base notes are White musk and oakmoss.

Cute E108204
**** * ✔ ✔ ✔

It is a floral fruity fragnace that surrounds mango,apple, raspberry and musks.

Breeze E108210
*** ✔ ✔

It has fresh fruity opening with lemon and lime and continues with soft floral and white masks.

Sport Style E108217
**** ✔ ✔

It is a charismatic woody aromatic fragrance. Top notes are petitgrain, lemon, orange and fir; middle notes are jasmine, rosemary, rose, cardamom and lily-of-the-valley; base notes are vetiver, musk, 
oakmoss and brazilian rosewood.

Green Jungle E108220
*** ✔ ✔ ✔

It opens with energizing citrus notes and tea leaves and continues with mystic jasmine in the heart, and ends smoothly with sandalwood.

Horizon E108221
**** ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Is a fresh fragrance starts with bergamot, grapefruit and grass. It blends saffron, coconut, jasmine and violet woody notes as mid notes. It ends with vanilla, sugar, oakmoss, amber and woody notes.

Americano Espresso Coffee E108225
* ** * ✔

It has a spicy and creamy start with Star Anis and buttery aroma. Then continues with indispensable roasted coffee beans smell. And in the base a magic mixture of Caramel, Chocolate, and Tonka beans 
welcomes you to the endless smell of americano & espresso coffee.

Fresh Bread E108226
* ** * ✔

Every morning should start with the smell of fresh bread enriched with gourmand notes.

Waffle E108227
* ** * ✔

It is a coconut and milk fragrance with a gourmand touch. Continues with the scent of jasmine and lily of the valley ends with woody and musky notes.
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